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This is a complete revision of the very popular original edition of this book. Readers will find many

photographs, current training methods and a whole chapter on unusual stock. Topics include: What

a livestock protection dog can do, Selecting a puppy, Caring for your dog, Behavioral problems and

solutions, Preparations for a family companion, Guarding unusual stock, Older dogs, Puppy

temperament testing and training. Plus much more!!!
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I hope you have found your way to the page for the new, revised version of this book, published in

2004. If not, search books for the co-author "Dawydiak", and this will bring you to the page where

the new version can be ordered.This book is written by co-authors who have been involved in

breeding and working with livestock protection dogs for over 20 years. They bring their wealth of

experience and common sense to the book. The things they write are based on a great deal of

experience.The book contains breed descriptions of various livestock protection dog breeds.

Seventeen breeds, some quite rare, are discussed, as well as mixed breed dogs. Breed

descriptions are given, including the major assets and drawbacks of the various breeds. Photos of

excellent working dogs of various livestock protection dog breeds appear throughout the book.

Discussion of breeds moves to selection of a pup, and the authors remind us that all of these

breeds have important things in common and that within breed differences may be important.

Selecting a breed might come down to the need for a shorter coated dog in a warmer climate or

simply the fact that a good breeder with satisfied customers lives nearby. One breed is not



necessarily better than another, but a pup from a good breeder from a specific breed may be the

best choice for a given situation.A moment for a word on what livestock protection dogs are: These

are dogs that protect livestock from predators. They are big, athletic and smart, especially if

evaluated in terms of what they do well raather than what other breeds do well. These are not

"herding dogs". Nor are they urban property protection dogs. Their temperament is uniquely suited

to forming family bonds with livestock and then protecting their livestock family as well as their

human family. While they will protect their human family, persons seeking an urban-type guard dog

may find other breeds more suitable for this role. These dogs are not good for "schutzhund" training,

for example.This book concentrates on livestock protection dog breeds. The main focus is on

working dogs, but a chapter on keeping these dogs in companion animal roles is included, and

much of the information presented to the livestock raiser would also be useful to the person wanting

to learn more about keeping one of these dogs in a "domestic" setting. In discussion of health or

behavior issues, the emphasis is on those which are common to livestock protection dogs, leaving

aside the general issues of canine health or behavior issues. General dog information can be found

in other books. Good info on livestock protection dogs is hard to come by.A chapter on breeding is

worthy of consideration. The authors have been breeding and working with Akbash Dogs for over

20 years. They exemplify the modern, conscientious breeder who is concerned about whether her

pups go to good homes and who are willing to follow through with assisting the people who receive

these pups to take care of them. It is pointed out that the purchase price of a dog is small compared

to veterinary bills and other liabilities that can come with the dog. Therefore, it makes sense to

invest in a sound pup from a reputable breeder.The book is not especially heavy to lift but it is

densely packed with useful information. The writers bring scientific understanding, years of

experience and common sense to writing this book for the owner or prospective owner who wants to

get the most these dogs, whether in a companion or livestock protection role.

Originally published in 1990, the authors have reviewed and added a few extra chapters to this

industry standard title from Alpine Books. As always, with Alpine, the book packs a lot of information

into an unexpectedly small package. The field of livestock protection dogs isn't particularly well

served with titles, but it is also, in the form we see it today, rather a modern endeavour. The breeds

discussed, of course, have a long heritage trialling back into the last two thousand years, but in

those earlier days farmers and the general population lived very different lives. Now, the livestock

protection dog has smaller ranges with boundaries defined by fences and quite often little daytime

contact with their shepherds, compared to the past where ranges were huge, there were no fences,



and the shepherds were within cooee.This is a specialist title, naturally, and while I have never lived

with or even contemplated a need for a working livestock protection dog, I have spent my life with

dogs and also lived the duration on a farm with a number of species that have benefited from the

modern livestock protection breeds.The authors give an excellent review of the breeds in common

use in Northern America, and those chapters are of great importance for the judges of the show

world - I challenge you to at least attempt the photo quizzes on the breeds!Advice on general puppy

raising and training are fairly typical and sound, the advice for the specialist training and

development of the specific protection dog could raise eyebrows, and be warned there is at least

one technique that is banned by the Australian National Kennel Council discussed.The advice on

choosing a puppy and buyer are good strong general points any breeder or breed buyer would be

wise to read. The authors have a refreshingly open way about dealing with inherited issues, of

course they undertake many measures to reduce their own puppies chance to develop such

diseases by screening and selective breeding practices, but all breeders know that is not a sure fire

guarantee, and buyers and the affected dogs need to be protected.One point I found of particular

interest was the repeated reminder that livestock protection dogs take time to evolve into their full

natural role, and an owner cannot expect full guarding duties to be undertaken until the pup is at

least 18 months old. And, of course, these traits need to be nurtured.What surprised me the most,

how cute the livestock protection breed puppies were! There are lots of gorgeous cute photos, not

what I expected from a working title!What disappointed me the most, ahh, that is a result of my own

experiences of farm animal husbandry, the condition of some of the livestock in the photos. The

dogs look hale and hearty and well cared for, a few of the livestock were wanting in that

respect.This is an excellent title reviewing the breeds in use in North America, the current accepted

training techniques, and a refreshing look at diet and nutrition for this specialist industry.Breeds

covered include: Akbash Dog, Anatolian Shepherd Dog, Kangal Dog, Caucasian Ovcharka, Great

Pyrenees (Pyrenean Mountain Dog), Komondor, Kuvasz, Maremma Sheepdog, Polish Tatra

Sheepdog, Slovakian Cuvac, Tibetan Mastiff, with mention of the Sarplaninac, Castro Laboreiro,

Estrela Mountain Dog, Rafeiro do Alentejo, and Pyrenean Mastiff.

From wolves hungering for sheep to foxes in the henhouse, ranchers and farmers have always had

to deal with the problem of predators. The use of dogs as a front line of defense against predators

has achieved even greater popularity with the rising trends prohibiting the use of poisons, traps, and

guns. Now in a newly revised and expanded second edition, Livestock Protection Dogs: Selection,

Care And Training, by Orysia Dawydiak and David E. Sims defines what constitutes a livestock



protection dog; surveys the various dog breeds; provides key advice on puppy selection; addresses

both the adolescent and mature dog; identifies specific behavioral probelms and their solutions, and

more. If you are in need of a dog to protect your property and your livestock, Livestock Protection

Dogs will prove to be invaluable reading.

It is an excellent book on raising and maintaining a livestock protection dog. I have used the book

many times when I have a problem with my dog. The authors seemed to be on target in their

methods compared to the other books I have looked at. It is an excellent book I would recommend it

to anyone.
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